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Alexander’s silver coins:  

a millennial tale of influence 

 

While Alexander’s image, motivations, and character have been the subject of numerous 

debates, ranging from his glorification as a patron of intercultural exchange to his dismissal as a 

bloodthirsty conqueror, his conquest has had an undeniably profound impact on the Ancient world. 

The effect of his conquest on the Hellenistic and Roman world has been long discussed but the 

impact that his coins had on the succeeding civilizations in the Middle East has not received as 

much attention. Despite the fact that the influences of Alexander’s coins on Hellenistic, Roman, 

Parthian, and Western coinage, in general, have been well established, in recent years numismatists 

have started turning their eyes to the East. Recently, works centered on the Kushans1, Indo-

Parthians2, Sassanians3, and Iranian Huns4 have offered new insights into the influences and 

connections between the civilizations that were founded in the easternmost reaches of the former 

Macedonian Empire. These new catalogs of coins have offered new perspectives on both the 

geographical and chronological scope of Hellenistic influence in these regions that are often 

considered peripheral to the leading civilizations of Antiquity – Parthian and Sassanian Iran, Han 

and Tang China, Maurya and Gupta India, and the Roman Empire. It is a paradox that the lands 

Alexander conquered last chronologically held onto his legacy in the field of numismatics the 

longest. This new evidence requires an updated analysis of the silver coins of Alexander – their 

                                                           
1    Razieh Taasob “Early Kushan Coinage in the Context of Exchanges and Contacts across the Indo-Iranian 
Borderlands” (Ph.D. diss., Universität Wien, 2016.) 
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3   Nikolaus Schindel, Sylloge Nummorum Sasanidarum - The Schaaf Collection (Vienna: Verlag der Österreichischen 
Akademie der Wissenschaften, 2014.) 
4   Khodadad Rezakhani, ReOrienting the Sassanians (Edinburgh: Edinburgh University Press, 2017.) 
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weight, dye symbolism, and specific attributes on both obverse and reverse – and how far their 

influence stretches in the heartlands and eastern reaches of the former Persian Empire – from 

Asuristan to India and from Sogdiana to Baluchistan. In the process, an analysis and comparison 

of Hellenistic, Bactrian, Indo-Greek, Parthian, Indo-Parthian, Kushan, Sassanian, and Hephthalite 

coins will be undertaken. Ultimately, I will argue that traces of Alexander's silver tetradrachm 

obverse types have survived the rise and fall of all these civilizations to the 9th-century kingdoms 

of Zabul and Kabul. 

To provide a coherent analysis, this essay will try to create a type of genealogy of coins, starting 

with the Athenian tetradrachm that influenced Alexander and ending with the coins of the Nezak 

in Zabul. It must be noted here that no man in the 6th or 8th century AD was conscientiously 

modeling their coins after Alexander. However, Alexander created a type of coin that was imitated 

and that served as a blueprint for other coins that in turn became blueprints for other coins. In 

essence, the Parthians would not have modeled their coins after Alexander, but after the Seleucids, 

who in turn modeled their coins after Alexander's coinage. However, the types that were employed 

on both the obverse and reverse of their coins create a link that is not to be discounted out of purely 

chronological considerations. As Alexander's gold coinage was also quite influential, due to the 

size and time restrictions imposed on this essay, only his silver tetradrachms will be an object of 

this essay. It is physically impossible to analyze the influence of Alexander’s coinage on every 

coin of every ruler in the Hellenistic, Sassanian, and post-Sassanian period in such a short work. 

That is why this essay will employ a number of simplifications and will deal with particular coins, 

the influence of Alexander on which is the most visible.  

Often the link between Alexander’s tetradrachms and other coins does not translate into a direct 

copying of the former’s coinage, but rather represent a similar choice of subjects and their 
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arrangement. His influence is composed of three main elements: the obverse portrait, reverse 

seated figure, and Greek legend. While Alexander depicted Heracles on his coins as a testimony 

to his legacy and a sound political move, he did depict him as a youthful portrait instead of the 

usual barbed male, which to this day makes some people believe he depicted himself in the guise 

of Heracles. When his successors put Alexander on their coins, they were paying testimony to a 

god, as Ptolemy had instituted the cult of Alexander in Egypt. However, even though Alexander 

was paid homage as a god, he was nonetheless a mortal, which paved the way for the ruler 

portraiture, instituted by Ptolemy I. In essence, his successors deified themselves by imitating 

Alexander's right-facing portraiture. Nowhere is this more evident than on the coins of Seleucus I, 

who depicted a hero that was a mix of himself, Dionysus, and Alexander. When Antiochus I put 

his own image on his silver coins, this was not a breaking of the Alexandrian tradition, but merely 

its modification. The lion headdress turned into a diadem and Heracles turned into a ruler. 

Everything concerning the obverse image stayed the same – the presence of a portrait, its 

orientation, its naturalistic depiction, and the presence of a headdress. This basic idea would 

survive until the Sassanian period with little change. One can see the same presence of a bust, 

facing right with a supernatural headdress (winged crown) on the coins of Khosrow II as on 

Alexander’s Heracles issue. 

The reverse depicted a seated Zeus, turned to the left, holding an attribute. In the Hellenistic 

period, the seated figure would vary – Zeus, Heracles, Athena, Apollo, Poseidon, but again the 

orientation of the figure and its pose would not change. Thus, the idea of a seated god was key to 

Hellenistic coinage and would survive until the 4th century AD on the imitations of the coins of 

Euthydemus I. The Parthians revived an image that was characteristic of the Achaemenid silver 

coinage – the Persian archer, probably for propaganda reasons. Despite the right-facing image, the 
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archer is seated on the omphalos or a chair in the same manner as Zeus or Apollo, so this should 

also be considered part of the Alexandrian tradition of a seated figure. This would continue until 

Farn-Sasan, Ardashir I, and the Sassanids completely removed the seated image from the reverse, 

keeping Alexander’s influence only on the obverse right-facing deified royal portrait. Lastly, the 

use of a Greek legend was kept in the Hellenistic period and would disappear first. It would be 

replaced by Bactrian and Kharosthi in the Kushan Empire and by Pahlavi in Sassanian Persia. The 

only memory of Alexandrian influence would consist of the very presence of a legend on the 

obverse, but even the titles used are far removed from the Conqueror’s coinage. 

It is generally believed that the first coins originated in Lydia.5 After the capture of Lydia by 

the Persians in 546 BC, two different coin traditions gradually developed. In the Achaemenid 

Empire, the golden daric and silver siglos with the image of the Persian archer6 became the official 

coinage of the Middle East for the next 2 centuries. However, in Greece coins evolved differently, 

giving birth to perhaps the most influential coin in Antiquity – the Athenian silver owl tetradrachm7 

on the Attic standard, showing a bust of Athens turned to the right on the obverse and an owl on 

the reverse and the inscription ΑΘΕ. This tetradrachm became the official coin of the Athenian 

Empire, spreading all over the Eastern Mediterranean. It is not such a surprise, then, that almost 

all of the Western coinage has been based on this particular coin. For our purposes, it influenced 

the coins of the first Macedonian rulers, such as Alexander I Philhellene. From there on, this 

influence passed on until the time of Philip II of Macedon, Alexander’s father. In general, there 

are two designs of coins that are associated with Philip. Firstly, he minted coins that showed 

Heracles, the ancestor of the Macedonian royal house, with the Nemean lion’s skin as a headdress 

                                                           
5 Alan Stahl, lecture, October 11, 2018. 
6 p.20, fig.1.  
7 p.20, fig.2. 
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on the obverse and a horse with a rider or jockey on the reverse. But the most widespread design 

of Phillip is the one showing a bust of Zeus on the obverse.8 The jockey could possibly be 

connected to the rider that won the Olympic games in 356 BC and thus the coin might be a 

celebration of that athlete. Both carry the legend Φιλίππου (of Phillip). Phillip’s coinage has been 

thoroughly discussed by Georges Le Rider in his monumental work “Monnayages et finances de 

Philippe II, un état de la question”.  

It has been debated when Alexander began striking his own famous silver tetradrachms. 

However, this essay will employ the so-called “late dating” of the Alexander silver tetradrachm 

issues, favored by Georges Le Rider.9 According to Le Rider, Alexander the Great began his rule 

by continuing the production of his father’s coins. It was not until the Battle of Issus in 333 BC 

that Alexander started the production of his coinage. Thus, his first Heracles-type coins should be 

dated to late 333-early 332 BC. This coinage, which “was one of the most successful in antiquity, 

second only to that of Athens,”10 consisted of an obverse, depicting a bust of Heracles with his 

lion skin-headdress, turned to the right and surrounded by a circle of dots, and a reverse, which 

shows Zeus, seated on a throne and turned to the left, holding a scepter in his left hand and an 

eagle in his right hand with the legend Αλεξάνδρου (of Alexander).11 The Heracles on the obverse 

is a logical choice, as it had been present on coins of his predecessors, as well as the coins of his 

father, Philip. It is an error often made that it is Alexander depicted as Heracles. Alexander 

probably wanted to be associated with his ancestor, but “[t]here is no evidence of Alexander being 

                                                           
8 p.21, fig.3. 
9 Georges Le Rider, Alexander the Great: Coinage, Finances, Policy (Philadelphia: American Philosophical Society, 
2007,) p.14. 
10 Carmen Arnold-Biucchi, Alexander’s coins and Alexander’s image (Cambridge: Harvard University Art Museums, 
2006,) p.27. 
11 p.21, fig.4. 
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represented as Herakles during his lifetime.”12 This bust is reminiscent not only of his father's 

coinage but also shows the continuing influence of the Athenian tetradrachm. However, the reverse 

of the coin is extremely intriguing. The resemblance between the reverse Zeus of the coins 

Alexander minted in Tarsus and the Persian coins of the satrap Mazaeus that preceded them has 

been noted by a number of scholars.13 The Mazaeus silver coins depict Baal of Tarsus, seated on 

a throne that holds a scepter in his left hand and grapes in his right hand, on which an eagle has 

landed, while the reverse is occupied by a lion and bull.14 Indeed, the transformation of the 

Mazaeus issue into the Alexander reverse would have been quite simple: “Now the very engraver 

who made this die was employed, and all he had to do was to transfer his god to the coin’s reverse, 

to twist his right hand up a little, omit the grapes and ear, and in their place to engrave an eagle on 

the god’s hand.”15 This is quite intriguing, as it shows Alexander’s political behavior toward 

conquered peoples. Le Rider has discussed that Heracles, while a native Greek hero and progenitor 

of the Macedonians, was also venerated in Tyre and Tarsus under the names Melkart and Sandan 

respectively. Moreover, the connection between Ba’al and Zeus is apparent in the reverse of the 

coin he employed.16 However, the reason for the success and lasting influence of the Alexander 

tetradrachms was not the types he employed, but the number of coins minted, the standard they 

uniformed, and their continued minting by the Diadochi. 

On the one hand, the number of tetradrachms minted by Alexander is colossal. "Recent 

estimates suggest that between 333 and 290 BC Alexander's royal mints may have struck some 60 

                                                           
12 Arnold-Biucchi, Alexander’s coins, p.33. 
13 Le Rider, Alexander the Great; Peter Thonemann, The Hellenistic World (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 
2015); Arnold-Biucchi, Alexander’s coins; Charles Setlman, Greek Coins: A History of Metallic Currency and Coinage 
(London: Methuen & Co Ltd., 1933.) 
14 p.21, fig.5. 
15 Seltman, Greek Coins, p.208. 
16 Le Rider, Alexander the Great, p.123-125. 
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million tetradrachms, 66 million drachms, and 12 million gold staters.”17 This means that 

Alexander and his successors had minted a total of around 138 million coins, not counting the 

copper issues. It is probable that some of these coins were either hoarded, restruck, or lost, but the 

sheer amount of coins in circulation would have altered the popular attitudes to what a real imperial 

coin would look like. These coins were used from Macedonia and Greece in the west to India in 

the East. Thus, it is highly probable that the civilizations that replaced the Hellenistic kingdoms 

would have witnessed a large number of coins in circulation, which would have surely influenced 

their own coin designs. On the other hand, Alexander's coinage is remarkable, because both the 

gold and silver coins were minted on the Attic standard (around 17,26 grams for the tetradrachms 

and 4.32 grams for the drachms) of the Athenian tetradrachm. "Likewise, the influence of 

Alexander's coinage meant that the Attic standard became effectively the sole weight-standard 

used for international transactions"18, even though local mints continued utilizing their local 

standards. Lastly, Alexander’s coinage followed the fate of his empire – it was inherited and 

changed by its successors. After Alexander’s death, posthumous Alexandrian coins continued to 

be minted for a long time. These, however, carried the legend Βασιλέως Αλεξάνδρου (of King 

Alexander) or Βασιλέως Φιλλίπου (of King Phillip) to reflect Alexander IV and Phillip III 

respectively. After their deaths, the legend reverted back to the original Αλεξάνδρου. “Virtually 

every king who ruled anywhere in the Hellenistic period took Alexanders coinage as his model.”19 

That is why it was Alexander’s successors who inherited his coinage, thus continuing its influence 

during and long after Hellenism.  

                                                           
17 Thonemann, The Hellenistic world, p.15. 
18 Thonemann, The Hellenistic World, p.16. 
19 Thonemann, The Hellenistic World, p.19. 
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Ptolemy was probably the most innovative of all the successors. He is responsible for the 

change of Alexander’s coinage from depicting a god on the obverse to depicting Alexander to 

depicting himself. After the end of the First War of the Diadochi (322-320 BC), which saw 

Ptolemy, Antigonus, and Antipater victorious against the forces of Perdiccas and Eumenes, 

Ptolemy would have had the confidence to be the first to change the design of the coins of 

Alexander. The reverse remained the same, but the obverse was changed to depict Alexander with 

an elephant headdress and with two horns sprouting out from his forehead.20 "This head represents 

Alexander as the conqueror of India and as the son of Zeus Ammon, and there is no doubt this 

time that it is an image of the deified king."21 The horns of Ammon were soon adopted by 

Lysimachus, who removed the elephant headdress. It was Ptolemy again who, after the battle of 

Ipsus (301 BC), had the audacity to remove Alexander from his coins completely. The new design 

consisted of a bust of Ptolemy himself on the obverse and an eagle on the reverse.22 This paved 

the way for the other successors and all Hellenistic rulers to adopt his design: a bust of a ruler on 

the obverse and a holy symbol on the reverse. I believe this design to have outlived Hellenism by 

quite a long time.  

It was Seleucus that inherited the eastern provinces of Alexander's Empire and it is his coinage 

that we should deal with now. Initially, Seleucus continued the minting of Alexander’s coins, but 

he seemed the most reluctant of the successors to put himself on his own coins, as we see coins 

with elephant and lion motives, Athena, and Zeus, minted in Seleucia. However, we know of a 

particular coin minted in Susa that depicts a helmeted profile of a hero (either Seleucus, Alexander, 

Dionysus, or a combination of all three) on the obverse and Nike crowning a trophy on the reverse 

                                                           
20 p.22, fig.6 
21 Arnold-Biucchi, Alexander’s Coins, p.36. 
22 p.22, fig.7 
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with the inscription Σελευκου (of Seleucus).23 However, it was his son, Antiochus I, that adapted 

the designs of his predecessors and that of Alexander. His coinage would become the model after 

which the whole Seleucid dynasty would create their coinage. The silver tetradrachms he minted 

show his own portrait on the obverse and an image of Apollo, turned to the left, holding a bow, 

and seated on the omphalos, on the reverse with the legend Βασιλέως Αντιόχου (of king 

Antiochus). The figure of Apollo is interesting. He is seated on the omphalos, just like on the coins 

of the Amphictiony from 338 BC.24  However, the pose of the god is similar to the one of Zeus on 

Alexander’s coins. Thus, two generations after the death of Alexander, the obverse still depicts a 

bust facing right (only not that of Heracles, but of the ruler), while the reverse simply exchanged 

Zeus for Apollo, who was claimed as an ancestor of the Seleucids. Until the end of the Seleucids, 

this design would change scarcely, with an occasional replacement of Apollo by Heracles, Tyche, 

or Zeus. The easternmost provinces of Alexander's Empire – Bactria and India, would give birth 

to another type of coinage that would also influence the Kushans and Hephthalites. 

Diodotus I, the Seleucid satrap of Bactria, rebelled and became independent in 246 BC. His 

coins show a bust of a ruler facing right on the obverse and Zeus, wielding a thunderbolt, on the 

reverse. However, the most interesting coins of the Graeco-Bactrian kingdom are those of 

Demetrius I. These show the ruler with an elephant headdress on the obverse and a nude Heracles 

on the reverse, surrounded by the legend Βασιλέως Δημητρίου (of king Demetrius). Demetrius I's 

Indian campaigns and his own coinage would have pretty clearly drawn associations to Alexander. 

The coins are very clearly modeled after the coin of Ptolemy I discussed above. However, the most 

influential of the Bactrian and Indo-Greek coins are those of Apollodotus I, showing a bust of a 

                                                           
23 p.23, fig.8 
24 P.23, fig.9 
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ruler with a cap on the obverse and a seated Athena Nikephoros on the reverse25 and those of 

Eucratides I, showing a ruler with a helmet on the obverse and the Dioscuri on horses, prancing to 

the right26, which introduce a circular legend for the first time. Specifically, these coins influenced 

the designs of the Indo-Scythians or Sakas in Sistan such as those of Maues, who “followed the 

coinage style of Indo- Greek rulers such as Apollodotus II, with both Greek and Kharoshti legends 

on his coins”.27 The legacy of Alexander is still visible, especially in the "legacy coins" of 

Agathocles I, who are based on these various rulers' own coin-types; the alleged portrait of 

Alexander is, in fact, the Heracles portrait from Alexander's silver tetradrachms."28 The last Indo-

Greek ruler, Hermaeus, once again turned to the coinage of Alexander for inspiration. His 

tetradrachms depict his own bust on the obverse and Zeus, seated frontally and blessing.29 Thus, 

nearly two centuries and a half after the death of Alexander, there still exist coins that are strongly 

influenced by his coinage. 

The first Parthian coins were minted by the founder of the dynasty Arsaces I. These show a 

bust of the ruler with a Persian headgear, turned to the left on the obverse, with the reverse being 

occupied by one of the most interesting images in Parthian coinage on a reduced Attic standard – 

the Persian archer, seated on a throne in the same pose as Zeus on Alexander’s coins and Apollo 

on Seleucid coins with the legend Αρσακου Αυτοκράτορος (of Arsaces who rules by his own 

authority). This design is "clearly modeled on contemporary Seleucid coinage".30 This design is a 

beautiful mixture of Persian and Greek traditions and would undergo a number of changes until 

the rule of Mithridates I. The most important of these changes from Seleucid coins is in the 

                                                           
25 p.24, fig.10 
26 p.24, fig.11 
27 Rezakhani, ReOrienting the Sassanians, p.32. 
28 Thonemann, The Hellenistic World, p.98. 
29 p.24, fig.12 
30 Thonemann, The Hellenistic World, p.92. 
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orientation of the portrait and archer, which were turned to the left and right respectively, despite 

the conventional orientation making an occasional appearance. The coins of Mithridates depict a 

bust of the ruler with a Persian beard, turned to the left on the obverse and the Persian archer, 

turned to the right and surrounded by a square legend with different titles. These titles would vary 

throughout the Parthian coin issues: Βασιλέως, Βασιλέως Μεγάλου, Δικαίου, Ευεργέτου, 

Φιλαδέλφου, Φιλέλληνος, together with the throne name Αρςακου. These titles are reminiscent of 

the personal titles of the Hellenistic rulers and clearly establish the Parthian coinage within the 

Hellenistic tradition. Occasionally, the archer becomes seated on the omphalos, which is a clear 

link to Apollo31. However, while Apollo has been depicted as an archer, the origin of this reverse 

image stretches back to the Achaemenid Empire and the image of the archer on the silver siglos 

coins, as well as of the left-seating Persian ruler of the frataraka Baydad.32 This reverse would 

undergo a number of variations. The archer would be replaced by a seated ruler or a seated Tyche, 

or a scene of Tyche crowning a ruler, or a mural Tyche. All these variations are inspired by the 

preceding Hellenistic coinage, but the strongest link with Alexander's coinage is exhibited 

precisely by the seated Parthian archer and Zeus on the obverse of the Alexandrian tetradrachm. 

The obverse is also clearly adapted from the Alexandrian coinage and is more realistic to what a 

Persian Shahanshah would really look like, as opposed to the Heracles on the Conqueror's coins. 

Also, a very interesting occurrence on the coins of Vardanes I and Gotarzes II is the usage of the 

months of the Macedonian calendar, with the year of the Seleucid era appearing between the seated 

ruler and Tyche.33 “The Sasanian Persian kings who succeeded the Parthians in the Near East 

carried on this particular strand of the Hellenistic coinage tradition deep into late antiquity”.34 

                                                           
31 p.25, fig.13 
32 p.25, fig.14 
33 Fabrizio Sinisi, Sylloge Nummorum Parthicorum, p.53. 
34 Thonemann, The Hellenistic World, p.188/189. 
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However, before we move to discuss the coinage of the Sassanians and its links to the Alexander 

coinage, we will need to turn our attention to the Indo-Parthians and Kushans, whose coinage also 

had an influence on the formation of the Sassanian silver coins and their numismatic descendants 

in Central Asia.  

Kushan coinage has been something of an enigma for generations of scholars. In her 

dissertation, Raazieh Taasob offers new insights into the formation of early Kushan coinage. Of 

these, she deals particularly with the coins of Heraios, which “were formed after the model of the 

Eucratides issues.”35 They depict the bust of the ruler, turned to the right, and the ruler riding a 

horse and crowned by Nike36. The ruler is surrounded by an inscription that Taasob believes should 

be read as Τυραννουντος Ηραου Σαναβ/Αντειξ/Σαναβου Κορσανου. These coins represent a very 

complex system of influences, including local, Persian, Greek, and Indian motives. The Nike might 

be a borrowing from the coins of the Indo-Parthian Gondophares, while the orientation of the ruler 

to the right, the horseman, and the Greek legend was part of the legacy of the Indo-Greeks, and, 

consequently, of Alexander. The first Kushan ruler after Heraios, Kujula Kadphises, modeled his 

coins after those of the Indo-Greek ruler Hermaios. Such is the case of Vima Takto, also known 

as Soter Megas. The coins of the third Kushan ruler, Vima Kadphises, which show a “departure 

from the Graeco-Bactrian-influenced coins of his predecessors, are also the first to feature the 

Bactrian alphabet and language prominently”.37 The switch to the Bactrian language and the 

changes of both the obverse and reverse design lead to the effective end of the Alexandrian 

influence on Kushan coins during the reign of Kanishka the Great. 

                                                           
35 Taasob, “Early Kushan Coinage,” p.86. 
36 p.26, fig.15 
37 Rezakhani, ReOrienting the Sassanians, p.59. 
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In a recent numismatic conference, Marek Jan Olbrycht has put forth an interesting possibility 

for the dynastic linkage between the Arsacids and Sassanians. 38 After an analysis of the political 

struggle between the two branches of the Arsacids, which he names as “Sinatrucids” and  

“Artabanids”, which resulted with the ousting of the line of Sinatrucids by the so-called “Young 

Arsacids”, he proceeded to argue by using numismatic evidence that a link exists between the 

Indo-Parthian Gondopharids and the Sinatrucids. In his words, “[t]he monarch’s tiara depicted on 

them, which is decorated with stags and horns, copies the tiaras of Sinatruces and Phraates III 

(71/70–57BC), the first kings of the Sinatrucid line”.39 His theory seems to also be supported by 

Khodadad Rezakhani,40 who, however, distinguishes two dynasties that ruled in Sistan after the 

Indo-Scythians – the Gondopharids, on the one hand, and the Sanabarids, on the other hand. 

Whether these two dynasties have a connection between them is important, as it may change our 

perception of the origin of the Sassanian dynasty. It has long been believed that the Sassanians 

originated from Asuristan, where their rebellion started. However, the coins of Ardashir seem to 

have actually been modeled after the last Indo-Parthian ruler of Sistan – Farn-Sasan. Numismatists 

for a long time believed that Farn-Sasan is a contemporary of Ardashir, but recent estimates place 

his rule beginning 20 years before Ardashir’s rebellion. To note the similarity between the names 

Sasan and Sassanians is only a part of the puzzle. I believe that a further analysis into the link 

between the Sinatrucids and Sassanians is required. The coins of Farn-Sasan show an obverse with 

a ruler, turned to the left, while the reverse contains a fire altar41. Both scholars seem to believe 

                                                           
38 Marek Jan Olbrycht, “Dynastic Connections in the Arsacid Empire and the Origins of the House of Sasan” in The 
Parthian and Early Sassanian Empires: Adaptation and Expansion, Proceedings of a Conference Held in Vienna, 14-
16 June 2012, ed. Vesta Sarkosh Curtis, Elizabeth J. Pendleton, Michael Alram, and Touraj Daryaee (London: British 
Institute of Persian Studies (BIPS); Oxford: Oxbow Books, 2016,) p.23-32. 
39 Ibid, p.22. 
40 Rezakhani, Reorienting the Sassanians, p.37. 
41 p.26, fig.16 
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that the fire altar was taken by Ardashir from the Indo-Parthians. If so, Farn-Sasan might be 

responsible for a huge breakthrough in the iconography patterns set by Alexander and his 

successors in Persia. Of course, many local satraps, the Kushans, and even the West had brought 

about such changes in their coinage, but never before had a powerful and independent Persian ruler 

scrapped the image of an archer/god on the reverse for that of a holy symbol. The creation of the 

Sassanid Empire brought about the largest innovation on Eastern silver coinage since the time of 

Alexander. Thus, the only link that the Sassanian reverses and Alexander’s coins have in common 

is the presence of something holy on the reverse. So, after the 3rd century, 5 centuries after the 

death of Alexander, in Persia only the obverse depictions held onto the Conqueror’s prototype. 

Indeed, the Sassanian again turned the busts of their rulers to the right. The Sassanians used the 

ruler’s portrait facing right of the Seleucid coinage with a different headgear for every ruler of the 

dynasty (an echo of the lion and elephant headdresses of Alexander and an alternative to the bull’s 

horns) on the obverse and a fire altar with two attendants on the reverse, both surrounded by a 

circle of dots.42 The legends are entirely in Pahlavi script, abandoning the Greek alphabet of the 

Macedonians just like the Kushans did.  

However, the Kushano-Sassanian43 governors of East Iran perpetuated the influence of the 

Sassanians and Kushans in eastern Iran, where the so-called "Iranian Huns" settled after the fall of 

the Kushan Empire. The first of these groups, the Kidarites, imitated the Sassanian coinage of 

Shapur II and Yazdgerd II, thus transporting the Sassanian coinage to the East and North – in 

Bactria, Gandhara, and Sogdiana. These influences would survive the Kidarites themselves, who 

were supplanted by the Alkhans in the 5th century, who extended their control over Kabulistan, 

                                                           
42 p.26, fig.17 
43 Rezakhani, ReOrienting the Sassanians, p.72-86. 
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Zabulistan, Bactria, and Gandhara. While initially their coins were based on the  Sassanians, soon 

they departed from copying Sassanian portraits and implementing their own, who are characterized 

by an "elongated upper part of the skull, a prominent nose, and noticeable mustache on a beardless 

face appears on the coin obverse.”44 The Hephthalites inherited this legacy and created their own 

coins, who were modeled after the coins of Peroz.45 Before discussing the Nezak coinage in 

Zabulistan and Kabulistan, I would like to say a word about the region of Bukhara. The people of 

the region for a long time continued the issuing of Euthydemus I’s silver coins, ending in the 4th 

century.46 This is quite significant. These depict the ruler, facing right, on the obverse and a seated 

Heracles on the reverse with a Greek legend47. When put next to Alexander’s coins, one can see 

the influence of the Conqueror in the left-facing Heracles that replaced Alexander’s Zeus and the 

vertical Greek legend on the reverse, and in the general orientation and elements of the obverse. 

This means that the influence of Alexander’s silver coinage was preserved in modern-day 

Uzbekistan, a territory on the fringes of his empire almost 7 centuries after his death.  

Finally, we need to turn our attention to the Nezak coins and the coins of Kabulistan and 

Zabulistan. The Hephthalites, the last group of Iranian Huns, were defeated in 560 AD by the 

Sassanians. The Sassanians themselves were defeated by the Turks in 590 AD. This power vacuum 

allowed a local dynasty, based in Kabul and Zabul in Afghanistan, to obtain independence. 

“Although influenced by predecessors like the Alkhan or the Sasanian coins, their obverses show 

completely new imagery and innovations such as the addition of the famous bull (or buffalo) head 

to the very top of the crown.”48 The design of these coins is clearly influenced by the Sassanians 

                                                           
44 Rezakhani, ReOrienting the Sassanians, p.114. 
45 Ibid, p.137. 
46 Ibid, p.151. 
47 p.27, fig.18 
48 Rezakhani, ReOrienting the Sassanians, p.160. 
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but implements a number of local features, such as the mustaches of the rulers. These rulers took 

on the title Rutbils and ruled over two kingdoms, whose dynasties seem to be related – Kabulistan 

and Zabulistan. These regions mounted heavy resistance against the invading Muslims but were 

ultimately defeated by Ya'qub ibn al-Layth al-Saffar, the creator of the Saffarid dynasty, in the 9th 

century. Of the coinage of these rulers, the coins of Phrom Kesar stand out.49 They are based on 

the coins of Khosrow II and commemorate his victory against the invading Arab armies in the 

middle of the 8th century. This may have been the last bastion of Alexandrian-based coinage in 

East Iran. After the fall of the Sassanians to the Arabs and the subsequent conquest and 

Islamization of the Turkic tribes, the coinage of the Middle East was changed forever. While some 

dynasties like the Samanids continued issuing Sassanian imitations, by the 9th century all kinds of 

images were removed from coins in accordance with Muslim custom. The ruler portrait of the 

obverse and the holy symbol of the reverse was removed and replaced by Arab inscriptions. This 

signaled the end of Alexandrian influence on coinage in the East. The design that Alexander and 

his successors created was not extinguished in the West, where it influenced a number of coinage 

systems, just like the figure of Alexander himself became an example for conquerors like Caesar 

and Napoleon. “And the numismatic legacy of Alexander is still with us today.”50 

 The legacy that Alexander left is incredible in magnitude. Nowhere is this more evident 

than on his coinage. His Heracles and Zeus tetradrachm on the Attic standard, based on the 

Athenian tetradrachm and his father Phillip’s coinage, created a type of coin that directly 

influenced the coins of the Diadochi, who in turn influenced the coinage of the Parthian Empire, 

the Kushan Empire, and Bactrian and Indo-Greek Kingdoms. Although changes were noted in the 

                                                           
49 p.28, fig.19 
50 Thonemann, The Hellenistic World, p.189. 
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choice of figures (substituting Zeus for Apollo, Apollo for an archer, and an archer for a king), 

orientation (the Parthian inversion), and in the substitution of the god on the obverse for a ruler 

portrait, the similarities to the Alexandrian coinage are still quite notable, especially in the Greek 

legend. The Greek legend was substituted by Bactrian and Pahlavi in the Kushan and Sassanian 

Empires. Farn-Sasan and the Sassanids also removed the seated figure from the reverse and 

replaced it with a fire altar. The image of the ruler on the obverse survived in Eastern tradition 

until the 9th century, when it was replaced by Arab letters when the Sassanids and the kingdoms 

of Kabul and Zabul were conquered by the Caliphate and other Muslim countries. Thus, the legacy 

of Alexander the Great on Persian and Eastern coinage survived for almost 12 centuries after the 

death of the Macedonian. This imprint is even stronger in the western tradition. Due to the time 

and size constraints on this essay, a number of coin types have not been discussed, as well as the 

gold coinage of Alexander, which is also very influential. These must be an object of a further 

study. Moreover, the coins of the Gokturks and Huns require a more in-depth analysis that my 

work was unable to provide. Ultimately, the variations between the coins within a dynasty and 

even within the coinage of a single ruler make the task of correctly tracing the influence of the 

Alexandrian coins even harder. All of these questions, as well as others concerning the relationship 

between Farn-Sasan and the Sassanids, and the Frataraka coins must be addressed in a further 

study. I pledge on my honor that I have not violated the Honor Code during this examination.  Ilia 

Calogero Curto Pelle. 
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 Coin Appendix: 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig.1 Silver siglos of Xerxes I. Kneeling king with spear and bow, turned to the right, on the 

obverse. Punch mark on the reverse. Sardis mint, 486-450 BC. Princeton: Princeton Numismatic 

Collection: Coin ID 993. www.lib-dbserver.princeton.edu/numismatics/ 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig.2 Silver tetradrachm of Athens. Bust of a helmeted Athena, turned to the right, with three olive 

leaves above the visor and a spiral palmette on the bowl on the obverse. Owl, turned to the right 

with head forward, with a two-leaved olive sprig on the top with the inscription ΑΘΕ (of the 

Athenians) on the reverse. Athenian mint, 475-465 BC. Los Angeles: The J. Paul Getty Museum: 

object 2015.5. www.getty.edu/art/collection/objects/ 

 

 

 

 

 

http://www.lib-dbserver.princeton.edu/numismatics/
http://www.getty.edu/art/collection/objects/
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Fig.3 Silver tetradrachm of Philip II. Bust of Zeus, turned to the right, on the obverse. Image of a 

nude jockey, holding a palm branch and sitting atop a horse marching right with the legend 

Φιλιππου (of Philip) on the reverse. Mint of Amphipolis, 342-328 BC. Princeton: Princeton 

Numismatic Collection. Coin ID 1225 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig. 4 Silver tetradrachm of Alexander III. Bust of Heracles with a lion headdress, turned to the 

right, on the obverse. Zeus, seated on a throne without back, turned to the left, and holding an eagle 

in his right hand and a scepter in his left hand with the legend Αλεξανδρου (of Alexander) on the 

reverse. Mint of Tarsus, 333-327 BC. Princeton: Princeton Numismatic Collection. Coin ID 2884 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig.5 Silver stater of Mazaeus. Baal of Tarsos enthroned to the left holding eagle, corn ear and 

bunch of grapes in right hand anlotus-tippeded scepter in left, BALTRZ in Aramaic on the obverse. 

Lion, attacking a bull with its teeth and claws, turned to the left, and monogram of Mazaeus on the 
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reverse. Mint of Tarsus, 361-328 BC. NGC Collectors Society: https://coins.www.collectors-

society.com/wcm/CoinView.aspx?sc=319937 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig.6 Silver tetradrachm of Ptolemy I. Head of deified Alexander, turned to the right, with horn of 

Ammon, wearing elephant headdress and aegis on the obverse. Zeus enthroned left, holding eagle 

on an extended right hand and with left resting on scepter, thunderbolt in left field, monogram 

under throne and inscription Αλεξανδρου (of Alexander) on the reverse. Mint of Memphis, c.315 

BC. Svoronos 22. Zervos B-IX. 
http://www.wildwinds.com/coins/greece/egypt/ptolemy_I/Svoronos_022.jpg 

 

Fig. 7 Silver tetradrachm of Ptolemy I. Diademed head of Ptolemy facing right on the obverse. 

Eagle, turned to the left, with monogram and Ρ in field with legend Βασιλεως Πτολεμαιου on the 

reverse. Mint of Memphis, 305-283 BC. Svoronos 255; SNG Copenhagen 70. London: Classical 

Numismatic Group, coin ID 730744. https://www.cngcoins.com/Coin.aspx?CoinID=22170 

 

 

 

 

 

https://coins.www.collectors-society.com/wcm/CoinView.aspx?sc=319937
https://coins.www.collectors-society.com/wcm/CoinView.aspx?sc=319937
http://www.wildwinds.com/coins/greece/egypt/ptolemy_I/Svoronos_022.jpg
https://www.cngcoins.com/Coin.aspx?CoinID=22170
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Fig. 8 Silver tetradrachm of Seleucus I. Head of hero, turned to the right (assimilating Seleucus, 

Alexander, and Dionysus), wearing a helmet, covered with panther skin and adorned with bull's 

ear and horns, panther skin tied around the neck on the obverse. Nike standing to the right and 

crowning a trophy with the legend Βασιλεως Σελευκου (of king Seleucus) with three monograms 

ΑΡ (retrograde), ΑΧ, and ΡΑ in lower field on the reverse. Mint of Susa, 305-295 BC. SC 173cf, 

http://www.wildwinds.com/coins/greece/seleucia/seleukos_I/i.html 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig. 9 Silver stater of the Amphictyony. Head of Demeter, turned to the left, wearing wreath and 

veil on the obverse. Apollo, seated on the omphalos to the left, right hand resting on kithara and in 

left hand holding a laurel branch with inscription Αμφικτιονων (of the Amphictyony) on the 

reverse. Mint of Delphi, 338-333 BC. London: Classical Numismatic Group, CNG 81, Lot: 459. 

https://www.cngcoins.com/Coin.aspx?CoinID=140005 

 

 

 

 

 

http://www.wildwinds.com/coins/greece/seleucia/seleukos_I/i.html
https://www.cngcoins.com/Coin.aspx?CoinID=140005
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Fig.10 Silver tetradrachm of Apolodotus I. Capped and diademed head of ruler, turned to the right, 

on the obverse. Athena, seated, turned to the left, and holding Nike in right hand, monogram 

undethe r chair, and legend Βασιλεως Απολλοδοτου (of king Apolodotus) on the reverse. Bactria, 

174-165 BC. CoinIndia: http://coinindia.com/galleries-apollodotus1.html 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig.11 Silver tetradrachm of Eucratides I. Helmeted head of ruler, decorated with bull’s ear and 

horn, turned to the right, on the obverse. Dioscuri riding horses, prancing to the right, carrying 

spears and palms with monogram and legend Βασιλεως Μεγαλου Ευκρατιδου (of the Great King 

Eucratides) on the reverse. Bactria, 171-145 BC. CoinIndia: http://coinindia.com/galleries-

eucratides1.html 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig.12 Silver tetradrachm of Hermaeus. Bust of the ruler with legend Βασιλεως Σωτηρος 

Ηερμαιου (of the Savior King Hermaios), turned to the right, on the obverse. Zeus, enthroned 

three-quarters to the left, holding scepter in left hand and blessing with the right hand with 

Kharosthi legend maharajasa tratarasa / heramayasa on the reverse. 95-70BC. CoinIndia: 

http://coinindia.com/galleries-hermaios.html  

http://coinindia.com/galleries-eucratides1.html
http://coinindia.com/galleries-eucratides1.html
http://coinindia.com/galleries-hermaios.html
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Fig.13 Silver drachm of Gorarzes I. Bearded bust of the ruler, turned to the left, with a high tiara 

on the obverse. Seated Persian archer, turned to the right, holding a bow and surrounded by the 

legend Βασιλεως Μεγαλου Αρσακου Θεοπατρος Νικατορος (of the victorious Great King 

Arsaces, who is of a heavenly father) on the reverse. Ecbatana, 91-87 BC. 

https://tjbuggey.ancients.info/Parth.html 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig.14 Silver tetradrachm of Baydad. Bearded bust of the ruler, turned to the right, wearing 

kyrbasia on the obverse. Baydad, enthroned to the left, holding scepter and lotus, with a standard 

in left field and Aramaic legend zy ‘hl bgdt br prtrk’y on the reverse. Overstruck on a Pella mint 

tetradrachm of Demetrios Poliorketes, Newell Series VI, 90 (dies LXXXIII/154). Persis, early 3rd 

century. London: Classical Numismatic Group: Triton XVI, Lot: 640. 

https://www.cngcoins.com/Coin.aspx?CoinID=222778 

 

 

 

 

 

https://tjbuggey.ancients.info/Parth.html
https://www.cngcoins.com/Coin.aspx?CoinID=222778
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Fig.15 Silver tetradrachm of Heraios. Diademed bust of the ruler, facing right, on the obverse. 

King, riding a horse marching to the right, crowned by Nike and surrounded by the legend 

Τυραννουντος Ηρου Σαναβ Κορσανου (Of Heraios the Kushan, who rules by his own power) on 

the reverse. 1st century AD. CoinIndia: http://coinindia.com/galleries-heraios.html 

Fig.16 Bronze tetradrachm of Farn-Sasan. Diademed bust of the ruler, facing left, on the obverse. 

Fire altar on the reverse. Legend reconstruction by Alexander B. Nikitin: “prssn BRY 'twrssn BRY 

BRY tyrdty BRY npy s'nbry MLKYN MLK' (Farn-Sasan, son of Adur-Sasan, grandson of 

Tiridates, descendant of Sanabares, King of Kings.) Sistan, c.220. The Coins and History of Asia:  

http://grifterrec.rasmir.com/par_rel/par_rel.html 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

http://coinindia.com/galleries-heraios.html
http://grifterrec.rasmir.com/par_rel/par_rel.html
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Fig. 17 Silver drachm of Khosrow II. Right-facing portrait of Khosrow II with a winged crown 

cap, topped by crescent and star, with the legend Husraw xwarrah abzud (Khosrow, who increased 

the glory) and abd (wonderful) on the obverse. Fire altar with two attendants and the legend Regnal 

year 25 (615 AD) on the reverse. Mint of Ahmadan. Princeton Numismatic Collection: Coin ID 

11192 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig.18 Silver tetradrachm of Euthydemus I. Right-facing diademed head of the ruler on the 

obverse. Heracles, seated on a pile of rocks, holding a club in right hand, with the legend Βασιλεως 

Ευθυδημου (of King Euthydemus) on the reverse. Bactria, 230-220 BC. CoinIndia: 

http://coinindia.com/galleries-euthydemos1.html 

 

 

 

 

 

 

http://coinindia.com/galleries-euthydemos1.html
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Fig.19 Silver drachm of Phrom Kesar. Right-facing bust with winged crown, based on fig.16 on 

the obverse with the inscription in Pahlavi "From Kesar, the powerful King, the Lord / the royal 

glory has been increased – Spir”. Fire altar with two attendants on the reverse with unclear date 

and inscription “Zabul”. Zabul mint, 738-745 AD. Universität Wien: 

http://pro.geo.univie.ac.at/projects/khm/coins/coin87?language=en 

 

 

 

http://pro.geo.univie.ac.at/projects/khm/coins/coin87?language=en

